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For ages 3 and over

2 or 3 players

Contents: 4 bears, 36 items of clothing, 24 cards.

Aim: dress your bear in all the clothes that have just been described.

Rules:

Put all the clothes in the middle of the table. Each player takes a bear. Place 
the cards face down in piles.

Game with three players:
Each player takes it in turn to be the «quizmaster».
The other 2 or 3 players turn round or close their eyes. The quizmaster 
picks a card and describes the picture.

Example: 

When the quizmaster has finished, the other players open their eyes and 
have to dress their bear as quickly as possible in the same clothes.
The first player to finish shouts «dressed!». The players check if the bear is 
wearing all the same clothes as the bear on the card. If it is, the player wins 
the card, but if not, the player loses a card.
The clothes are then put back in the middle, the next player becomes the 
quizmaster and picks another card, etc.

Game with two players: 
The players take it in turns to pick a card and describe what the bear is 
wearing while the other player closes his or her eyes. When the quizmaster 
has finished saying what the bear is wearing, the other player opens his or 
her eyes and tries to dress the bear in all the exact same clothes. The player 
wins the card if the bear is dressed in all the right clothes. 

The first player to win 10 cards wins the game.

N.B. You can also make the game more difficult by:
- Describing 2 different outfits that have to be put on the bear
- Not describing the weather (so the players cannot just pick clothes that 
suit the weather).

 «It’s cold, Teddy is wearing a purple 
balaclava with stars, an orange jumper with a 
white star, and green tights.»

The weather symbols at the top of the cards show what 
the weather is like, which narrows down the type of 
clothes Teddy is wearing.


